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 RULINGS AS PER 25/05/2011

Certification services

NACE code : 71.20

Certification services

Problem statement: Where are the following services, rendered by a unit, classified?
- Services of certifying units which consist in caring out inspections, documentation analysis (which prove conformity with 
current standards) – concerning quality system standards and staff.
- Services of certifying units which consist in comparing of materials used in production with documentation, in comparing of 
used materials with certificate etc. in order to give the quality certificate.
- Services of certifying units which consist in caring out inspections, giving or withdrawing certificates in field of ecological 
agriculture production, collection of wild plants or parts of them.

Solution: Even though it is recognised that there exists a great variety of certification activities, NACE Rev. 2 class 71.20 
(technical testing and analysis) covers all aspects of this wide range of certification related activities. Ultimately the 
certification process is the same, no matter what is being certified. For that reason the certification activities referred to are 
and should stay classified to NACE Rev. 2 class 71.20 (technical testing and analysis), where they have always been 
classified. In terms of CPA 2008 the corresponding service is classified to subcategory 71.20.19 (other technical testing and 
analysis services).

Decision date: 18.04.2008

Clay (Drying and grinding of…)

NACE code : 23.99

Clay (Drying and grinding of…)

Problem statement: Where is this drying and grinding of wet natural clay in order to get clay powder, fit for the production of 
ceramics classified?

Input material for the process is clay as extracted. It is too wet and too coarse-grained and does insofar not meet the needs 
for the production of ceramics. In a first step the raw clay will be dried in a dryer from 18% moisture content to about 8% 
moisture content. The temperature starts with 800°C and ends with 200°C. The high temperature produces steam which 
causes also a first kind of grinding (the steam breaks the material).

In a second step (a combined grinding and drying process) the material will be further dried to 1% moisture content and 
crushed to a particle size which is necessary for a use in the ceramic industry.

The output material is clay powder which is directly usable for the production of ceramics.

Solution: Considering the aspect of manufacturing of more elaborated products (as opposed to the basic operations that are 
classified to NACE Rev. 2 division 08 (Other mining and quarrying)) the drying and grinding of clay is classified to NACE Rev. 
2 class 23.99 (Manufacture of other non-metallic mineral products n.e.c.).

Decision date: 28.04.2009
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 RULINGS AS PER 25/05/2011

Construction (Supervision of…)

NACE code : 71.12

Construction (Supervision of…)

Problem statement: Where in NACE Rev. 2 are "Ingenieurbüros für bautechnische Gesamtplanung" (engineering consultants 
for constructional overall planning)? In CPA 2002 there are sub-categories 74.20.40 ("integrated engineering services for 
turnkey projects") and 74.20.60 ("project management services related to construction and civil engineering works").

Solution: Conclusion of the NACE/CPA Task Force 13-15 November 2006. The activity is in NACE Rev. 2 class 71.12. For 
terminology, see CPA 2002.

Decision date: 15.11.2006

Project management

Problem statement: [From US] (39/40) The definitions exclude project management. What is the definition of project 
management? If a general contractor subcontracts out each of the steps in the project to different subs - their role, beyond 
oversight and responsibility for the entire project, is essentially project management. Can a better term be found to describe 
what I think is the intent of this exclusion - to be in the engineering area, it might need to have arrangement of financing, site 
selection, etc. beyond those things that are just related to the construction.

Solution: Conclusion of the NACE/CPA Task Force 13-15 November 2006. “Project management activities related to 
construction” is classified in ISIC Rev.4 class 7110 and accordingly in NACE Rev. 2 class 71.12.

Decision date: 15.11.2006

Cordage, rope, twine and cables of textile (Wholesale trade of…)

NACE code : 46.41

Cordage, rope, twine and cables of textile (Wholesale trade of…)

Problem statement: Where in wholesale trade is the output of the code 13.94, namely cordage, rope, twine and cables of 
textile classified?

Solution: Conclusion of the NACE/CPA Task Force 13-15 November 2006. NACE Rev. 2 class 46.41 (Wholesale of textiles" 
includes wholesale trade of cordage, rope, twine and cables of textile

Decision date: 15.11.2006

Driving tests

NACE code : 85.60

Driving tests

Problem statement: Where is the "driving test activity" classified?

Solution: The "driving test activity" is classified to NACE Rev. 2 class 85.60 (educational support activities).

Decision date: 01.07.2007
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HARMONIZED SYSTEM CLASSIFICATION OPINIONS 
 

Example 
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The following list contains the classification decisions (other than those subject to a reservation) taken by the Harmonized 
System Committee (46th Session – September 2010 ) on specific products, together with their related Harmonized System code 
numbers and, in certain cases, the classification rationale. 
 
Advice  
Parties seeking to import or export merchandise covered by a decision are advised to verify the implementation of the decision 
by the importing or exporting country, as the case may be. 
 

No Product description Classification HS codes  
considered 

Classification  
rationale 

1. Two bakery additives.  Each of these products is presented in the 
form of a white powder consisting of sorbic acid or calcium 
propionate covered by a very thin layer consisting of vegetable fat 
(oil) and mono-glycerides, and manufactured by a process referred 
to as “microencapsulation”.  According to the information given, this 
process works by coating the chemicals at issue with an invisible 
microfilm of vegetable fat to create a free flowing powder that can 
easily be blended with dry ingredients prior to baking.  A controlled 
release mechanism ensures that the sorbic acid or calcium 
propionate is not released from it’s encapsulate until, e.g. bread, is 
baked past 60 °C, after the yeast has finished workin g.  The 
products at issue are used as preservatives in long life bakers’ 
wares, such as hamburger buns and hot dog buns to prevent the 
growth of mould, yeast and fungi. 
 
 

2106.90 21.06 and 38.24 GIRs 1 (Note 1 (b) 
to Chapter 38) 

and 6 
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No Product description Classification HS codes  
considered 

Classification  
rationale 

2. Neutral alcoholic base, of a kind used for the preparation of 
beverages, of an alcoholic strength by volume of 14 % vol., in the 
form of a clear, colourless, non-sparkling liquid exhibiting the smell 
and taste of ethanol.  The product is obtained by fermentation of 
beer mash and subsequent cleaning and filtration. 
 

2208.90 21.06, 22.06 and 
22.08 

GIRs 1 and 6 

3. Neutral alcoholic base, of a kind used for the preparation of 
beverages, of an alcoholic strength by volume of 12 % vol., in the 
form of a clear, colourless liquid exhibiting the smell and taste of 
ethanol.  The product is obtained by fermentation of fruit juices and 
subsequent clarification and filtration. 
 
 

2208.90 21.06, 22.06 and 
22.08 

GIRs 1 and 6 

4. Neutral alcoholic base, of a kind used for the preparation of 
beverages, of an alcoholic strength by volume of 21.9 % vol., in the 
form of a clear, colourless liquid exhibiting the smell and taste of 
ethanol.  The product is obtained by mixing a fruit wine with a spirit 
and subsequent cleaning and filtration. 
 
 

2208.90 21.06, 22.06 and 
22.08 

GIRs 1 and 6 

5. Mureletecan (INN List 85). 
 

2939.99 29.39 and 30.02  

6. Cositecan (INN List 100). 
 

2939.99 29.39 and 30.02  

7. Certain INN products. 
(See “INN List 101” at the end of this publication.) 
 

Chapters 29, 30 
and 35 

  

8. Certain INN products. 
(See “INN List 102” at the end of this publication.) 
 

Chapters 28, 29 
and 30 

  




